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Unit 7  
 

 

Water circle (n) ¬ゅヨャや りケヱキ Mirror (n) りへゲョ 
Experiment (n) るよゲイゎ Straight (adj.) ユΒボわジョ 
Heat (v) りケやゲェ Reflect (v) ザムバΑ 
Blow (v) ょヰΑ Petrol (n) リΑゴレよ 
Result (n) るイΒわル Pipeline (n) ょΒよゅルや テカ 

Degree (n) るィケキ Export (v) ケギダΑ 
Temperature (n) ャやりケやゲエ  Tanker (n) るヤホゅル 
Measure (v) ザΒボΑ   

 

Vocabulary 
A) Fill the spaces with words from the list : 

experiments – result – mirror – temperature – pipelines 
 

1-  My little sister is sick . Her ……… temperature ……… is very high. 
 

2-  ………… experiments ………  are usually done in laboratories. 
 

3-  If you look at the …… mirror  …………  you can see yourself. 
 

4-  The…… result ……………… of the exam was very good. 
 

B) Choose the correct word from a, b, c or d: 
5-  Oil is carried from one place to another by …………………… 

 

a-  results                      b- mirrors                c- pipelines           d- experiments 
 

6-  If the …………………. is very high, it is very hot. 
 

a-  experiment              b- temperature        c- result                d- mirror  
 

7-  Most cars need ………………… to work. 
 

a-  petrol                       b- degree                  c- tanker               d- temperature 
 

8-  If you want to know the temperature of something, you can …………………. it. 
 

a-  heat                           b- reflect                c- export                  d- measure



 

Grammar  

Passive in the present simple tense 
 

Ali                    eats                an apple 
 

Subject(S)           Verb(V)           Object(O) 
 

Steps to turn statements to passive: 
 

1-  Object (O) 
2-  is  /  are 
3- V 3 

 

Ali eats an apple. 
1          2     3 

An apple is eaten by Ali. 
 
 

Huda writes the letters. 
1       2            3 

The letters are written by Huda. 
Change into passive: 

5. Hind cooks the food. 
……………The food is cooked by Hind ……………………………………..… 
6. Salim watches scary films 
………………Scary films are watched by Salim……………....…………….… 
7. Scientists find oil underground. 
…………………Oil is found by scientists underground………..……………… 
8. Pilots fly planes. 
……………………Planes are flown by pilots……………..…………..……… 

C) Choose the correct answer: 
9-  Grass……………  by giraffes. 

 

a-  eat              b- eaten                           c- is eaten              d- ate 
 

10-   Honey ………………  made by bees. 
 

a-  is                 b- are                               c- was            d- am 
 

11-  E-mails…………… by lots of people every day. 
 

a-  write                   b- is written          c- wrote                       d- are written 
 

D) Do as shown in brackets: 
12- The scientist writes the results down.                       ( Change into passive ) 
………………The results are written down by the scientist……… 
13- Giraffes eat plants.                                                    ( Change into negative ) 
……………Plants are eaten by giraffes……………………….…



 

14-     Ali plays football every day.                                         ( Ask a question) 
…………Football is played by Ali every day.………………… 

 
 

Reading Comprehension 
 

Monkeys are beautiful animals. There are many kinds of them. Some are big and 
very strong like gorillas and others are small like apples. They live in forests among 
trees where they can swing and jump very quickly from one tree to another using their 
strong arms. 

Like people, monkeys live in groups and families. They use their hands when 
eating like us. Their favourite food is bananas, but they also eat other fruit and many 
kinds of nut. They have hair on their bodies and keep moving all the time. We can 
watch monkeys at the zoo. There are lots of them and can do funny things to make us 
laugh. 

 
 

A)-Choose the best completion from a, b, c and d: 
 

1- The best title of the passage is …………………………….……. 
a. Elephants                                                          b. Forests 
c. Monkeys                                                            d. Cats 

 
2- The underlined word "swing" in line 3 means 

…………………………………………... 
a. move backwards and forwards                        b. eat 
c. jump                                                                    d. break 

 
3- The underlined pronoun "they" in line 2 refers to …………………………….……. 

a. forests                                                                 b. dogs 
c. monkeys                                                              d. forests 

 
4- The opposite  of the underlined word "strong" in line 2 is 

…………………………….……. 
a. weak                                                                    b. quick 
c. clever                                                                   d. happy 

 
5- Monkeys’ favourite food is …………………………… 

a. apples                                                                   b. palm leaves 
c. bananas                                                               d. grass



 

Unit 8 
 
 
 

Bacteria (n)                          ゅΑゲΒわムよ                           Flood (n)                                    ラゅツΒプ 
Chemicals (n)                    れゅΑヱゅヨΒミ                         light bulb (n)                         ヶもゅよゲヰミ ゥゅらダョ 

 
 

Fortunately (adv)                   リジエャ ナエャや                 North Pole (n)                       ヶャゅヨゼャや ょトボャや 
Invent (v)                                  ネゲわガΑ                   South pole(n)                         ヶよヲレイャや ょトボャや
Purify (v)              Αヶボレ                                                   Lose (v)                          ギボヘΑ                           
Fatal (adj)                                 ヨョ   ろΒ                  put off (v)                           ¬ヶヘトΑ                 
Simply (adv)                             ヮヅゅジらよ              put on (v)                                  モピゼΑ           
Contaminated (adj)                 ゐヲヤョ                   Cross (adj)                                ょッゅビ 
Source (n)                            ケギダョ                    energy saving(adj)                    ヮホゅトヤャ ゲプヲョ 
Drought (n)                                      フゅヘィ 

 
 

Vocabulary 
A- Choose The Correct Answer from a, b, c  and d:- 

1-  Be careful or you will …………….. your expensive mobile phone. 
a-  Lose                  b- invent                          c- purify                          d-  put off 

2-  ............................... I found my lost book yesterday . 
a-  Fortunately     b- Simply                         c- sadly                            d-  Really 

3-  The Life straw was invented to ........................... water . 
a-  lose                   b- purify                           c- put on                          d-  invent 

4-  My friend is ………………… as she had bad marks in Arabic . 
a-  Fatal                 b- active                           c-cross                 d- contaminated 

5-  We have to use chemicals in pools to kill  ................................ 
a-  bacteria            b- flood                            c-mirror                          d- light bulb 

 
 

B- Fill in The spaces with the words from the list : 
 
 

fortunately – contaminated – chemicals – degrees  – fatal 
6-  If you drink dirty water , you will catch a ……… fatal ……… disease . 

 

7-  Vegetables and fruits grown near factories areas  are …… contaminated ………….. 
 

8-  In summer , temperatures could be about  fifty ........ degrees  .................... 
 

9-  Factories release a lot of poisonous ......... chemicals.................into the atmosphere. 
 

10- My little brother had an accident, but ........ fortunately ................he wasn’t  hurt.



 

Grammar  
 
 

will / won't / might / could 
 

Will ………… I'm sure%100 I will do something. 
 

Won't ……….. I'm sure%/100 I will not do something . 
 

-Might / could ……….. I'm not sure. %50 I will ,%50 I will not . 
 

Examples 
 

1- It's my mother's birthday. I will buy her a present . 
2- Today is Friday, I won't go to school . 

 
3- We don't know what to do. We might watch TV. 

 
B) Choose the correct answer from a,b,c or d: 

 

1- If it rains heavily  ,  I -------------- go on a picnic . 
 
a. will                           b. won't                  c. might                            d. would 

 
2- If you are ill tomorrow , you ------------ go to school . 

 
a. will                            b. would                 c. might                          d. won't 

 
3-  I don't know what to do today . I  ................................go swimming . 
 

a) would                b) might                c) will                            d) won’t 
 

4- Tomorrow is Friday . I ----------------- go to school . 
 
a. would                          b. won't               c. could                                d. will  

 
5-  I have an exam tomorrow. I …………… go with you to the cinema. 

 
d) will                                  b) might               c) won't                        d) can 

 
6- It’s eight o’clock. The teachers ………….. be at school. 

 
d) will                                 b) might               c) won't                 d) can't 

 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

 

(be) + used for              (verb + ing) 
 

A knife is used for cutting meat. 
Choose the right answer from a , b, c or d: 

 

11. The life straw is used for  ................................water . 
 

a) clean                  b) cleaning                      c) cleaned                        d) cleans



 

C- Do as shown between brackets: 
 

1.    Goggles are used for ( dive ) .                   ( correct the verb ) 
 

............... Goggles are used for  diving . .................................. 
 

2.    Scientists make the life straw of plastic .   (Change into Passive ) 
 

...............The life straw is made of plastic........................... 
 

1- A box is used for  ( keep )  things  .         ( Correct ) 
 

…………… A box is used for   keeping  things ……………. 
 

2- A camera is used for  ( take )  pictures and photos .  ( Correct ) 
 

----------- A camera is used for   taking  pictures and photos -------- 
 

3- Goggles are used for  ( swim ) and  ( dive ) .             ( Correct ) 
 

--------------- Goggles are used for   swimming  and  diving ---------- 
 

Writing  
Write 6 sentences about : saving energy. The following guide words might help you. 

 
 

important / save - too much – electricity / normal lights – better – light bulb / turn 
off 

 

 

-Saving energy - 
............................................................................................................................................ 

 

............................................................................................................................................ 
 

............................................................................................................................................ 
 

............................................................................................................................................ 
 

...........................Student's own answer............................................................................. 
 

............................................................................................................................................ 
 

…………………………………………………………………………………………… 
 

…………………………………………………………………………………………… 
 

…………………………………………………………………………………………… 
 

…………………………………………………………………………………………… 
 

……………………………………………………………………………………………



 

Unit 9 
 

Algebra                         ゲらイャや ユヤハ                        Physics                                     ¬ゅΑゴΒヘャや ユヤハ 
Geography                          ピイャや ユヤハゅΒプやゲ                 Prize                                   りゴもゅィ                           
 Interview                       ヮヤよゅボョ                   sadly                      ラゴエヨャや リョ                    
Cancer                    ラゅヅゲシ                              hard                                   ギイよ 
Chemistry                      ¬ゅΒヨΒミ                         bright                                                 ヶミク
Cure ァΚハ abroad                                          ァケゅガャゅよ
Marry                                             ァヱゴわΑ 

 
 
 

VOCABULARY  
 

 

A) Fill the spaces with words from the list : 
cure – geography  – algebra – sadly – bright  

 

1-  We study different countries of the world in …… geography  …… 
 

2-  Sara is a very …… bright  ……..  girl ; she always answers difficult questions. 
 

3-  Doctors try to find a …… cure …… for dangerous illnesses . 
 

4-  You can study …… algebra …… in Maths lessons. 
 

5-  … sadly ….. , my friend’s brother died yesterday . 
 
 
B) Choose the correct word from a, b, c  or d: 
6-  Many people die of …………………… everyday . 

 

a-  cure                              b- cancer                    c- prize                     d- chemistry 
 

7-  Marie Curie died of……………………….. 
 

a-  algebra                         b- cancer                   c- physics                   d- cure 
 

8-  Students who want to be scientists like…………………… very much. 
 

a-  geography                    b- algebra                 c- chemistry                 d- prize 
 
 
 

9-  I need to go to bed early . I will have an ………………….. tomorrow. 
 

a-  Physics                          b- prize                      c- cure                      d- interview



 

Grammar  
 
 

Past Simple 
I played football yesterday. 
My mother cleaned the house last week. 
We went to the zoo two days ago. 
Life was easy in the past. 
∩Key words:

 

 
 
 

Choose: 

yesterday 
ago 

  last… 
In the past 

 

1- Hind (cook – cooked – cooks) with her mother yesterday. 
2- Ahmed (buy – buying – bought) a camera last Friday 

……………………………………………………………………………………………. 
Tag Question 

 

1.  You are from Kuwait, aren’t you? 
 

2.  She is a doctor, isn’t she? 
 

3.  Kuwait is very modern, isn’t it? 
 

4.   Ou r  fath er  i sn ’t  a farmer, is he? 
*   

Helping verbs:  
 am – is – are – was – were – can – could – will – would – shall – should – have – has 

– had – must….  
Add question tags: 

 

1. We can swim, ……can't we…………. ? 
 

2. They will travel to Qatar, ……won't they………….? 
 

3. Our teacher wasn’t at school, ……was he………….? 
 

4. The picture is on the wall, ………isn't it………….? 
 

C) Choose the correct answer from a , b , c and d : 
10-     You are from Kuwait, …………………………….……..…? 

a-  are you               b- aren’t you      c- is not he           d- you are 
11-     The teacher was not at school yesterday, …………………………….……..…? 

a-  was he                 b- were they         c- wasn’t he      d- he was



 

12-     Kuwait is very modern…………………………….……..…? 
a-  it is                     b- isn’t it               c- is it                                d- it is not 

 

 

D) Do as shown in brackets: 
 
13-     The boy is playing tennis now, …isn't he…… ?            ( Tag question ) 
14-     Ahmed watched a nice film yesterday.               (Change into  negative ) 
…………Ahmed didn't watch a nice film yesterday……… 

 
15- He ( buy ) a nice car last week.                              ( correct ) 

 
……………… He ( bought ) a nice car last week ……………………………… 

 
Reading Comprehension 

 

 

Read the following  passage and answer the questions bellow: 
 

 

One winter day, a powerful lion didn’t want to go hunting for food. He felt lazy 
and tired but hungry.  So he sat down in his arena (リΑゲハ ) all the day and said that he 
was ill. A little white hare ( ヵゲよ ょルケぺ) thought that the lion was really ill and went inside 
the arena to see him. The lion ate the foolish hare.  A young goat said to the lion, “How 
are you today, King?”  The lion said, "I'm very ill today". The goat came near the lion. 
The lion caught the goat and ate her.  A clever fox came along, but he didn’t go inside 
the arena.  The lion invited him to enter but the clever fox said “I can see footprints( ケゅをや
 ュやギホぺ ) going into your arena but I can’t see any ones going out of it.” 

 
 
 

A) From  a , b, c  and d choose the correct answer: 
 
 
 
17- The best title for this story is " The Clever………………………………………" 

a-  Goat                     b- Dog                     c- Fox                        d- Rabbit 
18- The underlined word " enter" means ………………..……………… 

a- come in                 b- come out             c- drink                      d- eat 
19- The main idea of the story is "Stupidity leads to a 
……………………..……………….ending". 

a- happy                    b- glad                     c- pleased                   d- sad 
 
 

19- The underlined word "ones" refers to …………………….………………. 
a- footprints              b- animals               c- lions                       d- goats



 

Unit 10 
 
 

WORD                                                                     ARABIC MEANING 
 
 

Receive (v).                                                                                                                       ユヤジわΑ 
 

 

look forward to (v)                                                                                                     ヴャや ノヤトわΑ 
 

 

Final (adj)                                                                                                                           ゲΒカぺ  
 

 

Racket (n)                                                                                                                ザレゎ ゆゲツョ 
 

 

join a club (v)                                                                                                       ペエわヤΑ ヵキゅレよ  
 

 

take part in (v)                                                                                                           ヶプ ポケゅゼΑ 
 

 

Goggles (n)                                                                                                         ヮェゅらシ れやケゅヌル  
 

Championship (n)                                                                                                           ヮャヲトよ 
 

 

Volleyball  (n)                                                                                                            ロゲもゅトャや りゲミ  
 

 

Subject (n)                                                                                                                           ロキゅョ 
 

 

Communicate (v)                                                                                                          モタやヲわΑ 
 

Really   (adv)                                                                                                                       ゅボェ  
 
 

Boring  (adj)  
                                                                                                                      モヨョ 
best wishes (exp.)                                                                                                  れゅΒレヨわャや ょΒヅや  

 
VOCABULARY  

 
 

A)      Fill in the spaces with words from the list: 
 

goggles – best wishes – look forward to – racket – join 
 
 

1-       We should end an e-mail with ……… best wishes ……. 
 
2-       People need ……… goggles ……… for swimming. 

 
3-       You can…… join  …………… a club If you like to play basketball. 

 
4-       I ……… look forward to  …………… Science and Maths.



12  

Choose the correct word from a, b, c or d: 
 

5-       I need a/an ………………… , a net  and a ball to play tennis. 
 
a-       racket                    b- subject               c- championship            d- volleyball 

 
Fill in the spaces with words from the list :- 

 

(receive – championship – really – take part  – final) 
 

1- My brother will  ……… take part  ……. in the school competition tomorrow. 
 

2- My results in the …… final  …….. exam is very good. 
 

3- This dress is ………… really ……….. fantastic. I like it. 
 

4- We ……… receive ………….. many presents from our visitors in our parties . 
 

Fill in the spaces with words from the list :- 
 

(communicate – really – boring – subject – final) 
 

1-  l don’t want to  watch that film . It’s ……… boring …………. 
 

2- Some animals can ………… communicate ………with each other by dancing. 
 

3- The football team won the cup in the ……… final  …………..match  
 

4- 16- English is my favourite ………………….. at school. 
 

Grammar  
 
 

1- good at / look forward  to / like   …………. verb+ ing… 
 

1- I’m good at (play – playing – plays) volleyball. 
 
 

2- We are good at (speak – speaking – speaks) English, 
 
 

3- I'm looking forward to ( meet – met – meeting) our friends. 
 
 

5-  My sister likes (read – reads – reading) scary stories. 
 

………………………………………………………………………………………… 
 

2- (am / is / are + going to + verb (infinitive)  
 
 

I am going to watch a film tonight. 
 
 

He is going to buy football shoes tomorrow 
 

B)      Choose the correct answer: 
 

9-       I am good ……………… football. 
 

a-   at                               b-in                       c- on                              d- by



 

10-     Next week, we are going ………………… tennis. 
 

a-     to play                           b- playing          c- played                    d- plays 
 

11-     We ………………… a science test tomorrow . 
 

a-       are going to have             b- have                 c- had                    d- having 
 

12-     I………………. a new film tonight. 
 

a-       am going to watch          b- watched            c- watches             d- watching 
 
 
 
 
C)      Do as shown between Brackets: 

 

13-     I (swim) tomorrow.                                          ( correct ) 
 

…………………... I ( am going to swim) tomorrow......................... 
 
 

14- Ali is going to eat another apple.                         ( Make negative ) 
 
 

……………… Ali is not going to eat another apple ……………… 
 
 

15- I played tennis last week.                                        ( Ask a question ) 
 
 

…………When did you play tennis?………………………… 
 
 

Composition 
 

"My favourite sport "  
 

 

 Wri t e  a  p arag raph  of  (6  sent en ces )  abou t  ‘’My  Favo u ri te  Spo rt ’’  Yo u  can  
us e  t h e  

 

following guide words. 
 

Favourite – practise – club –  friend- weekend – health 
 

……………………………………………………………………………………………… 
 

……………………………………………………………………………………………… 
 

……………………………Student's own answer…………………………...……………… 
 

……………………………………………………………………………………………… 
 

……………………………………………………………………………………………… 
 

……………………………………………………………………………………………… 
 

……………………………………………………………………………………………… 
 

……………………………………………………………………………………………… 
 

………………………………………………………………………………………………



 

READING COMPREHENSION  
 

Read the following passage, then answer the questions below: 
 

 

The  zoo  is  one  of  the  most  interesting  places  in  Kuwait  Zoo.  A  zoo  is  a  

place where  we  can  see  animals  from  different  countries.  Some  people  don't  like  

zoos.  They think it is cruel to keep animals in cages. Other people think that if the cage is 

large, the animals are not unhappy. The animals have good food every day and if they are 

ill, they are given medicine. They do not have to worry about animals. Small animals are 

safe. 

 

Large animals like tigers, lions and elephants are unhappy in cages because they 

are used to live in wide open spaces. 

 

Most children enjoy a visit to a zoo. They usually prefer to look at huge animals. Some of 

them are very unkind to animals. They throw things at them and annoy them. 

 

A)      Choose the correct answer from a, b c, or d: 
 

1- Some animals are unhappy in a zoo because ……………………….. 
 

a- people dislike them                                             b- the cages are large 
            

c- they are used to live in wide, open spaces        d- they are given good food 
 
 

2- Animals in a zoo are given medicine when ......................................................... 
 

a- they are ill                                                                   b- they are happy 
 

c-  they are safe                                                               d- people visit them 
 
 

1- Children who annoy animals are ........................................................... 
 

a- Kind                                                                                          b- happy 
 
 

c- unkind                                                                                    d- interesting 
 
 

4- The best title for the passage could be ........................................................................ 
 
 

a-       The zoo                                                                     b- children 
 

c-        large animals                                                             d- Kuwait



 

Read the following passage then answer the questions below: 
 

 

Kuwait is a small and modern country. It  lies on the Arabian Gulf. The capital of Kuwait 

is Kuwait city. Its people speak Arabic. Their religion is Islam. The population of Kuwait 

is two million people. They live in modern villas. There are many islands in Kuwait. The 

biggest island is Failaka island.  There are many mosques, shops and modern shopping 

malls in Kuwait. In wafra and Aballi there are many farms. 
 
 

Last Friday, I went with my family to the beach. The weather was fine .We enjoyed 

swimming and fishing .I played football with my sister and went for a walk. My father 

read the newspaper. My mother cooked fish for the family. We enjoyed our time very 

much. 

 

A) Choose the correct answer from a, b and c: 
 

 

1-The main idea of the first paragraph is ---------------------------. 
 
 

a) the Arabian Gulf       b) Failka island      c)Kuwait         d) The newspaper 
 

2-The pronoun  it  in the first line refers to ---------------------------.
 
 

a) Kuwait         b)the beach             c) Failka island          d)family 
 
 

3-The underlined word “fine” in the second paragraph means   ----------- 
 
 

a) nice               b)bad                      c)hot                          d)many 
 
 

4- The capital of Kuwait is …………………….. 
 
 

a) Al Jahra           b)Kuwait city         c)Hawaili                   d) Al salmia 
 
 

5- Nowadays , people live in ------------------------------ 
 
 

a) old houses        b) shops                c)modern houses        d) schools



 

Unit 11 
 
 

ocean                                           テΒエョ       volcano      ラゅミゲよ 
 

 

similar                                           ヮよゅゼわョ         active      テΒゼル 
 

 

approximately                  ゅらΑゲボゎ                                 hole       ロゲヘェ–       ょボを  
 

 
population 

 
ラゅムジャや キギハ 

 
smoke      ゅカキラ

 

 

capital      るヨタゅハ                                               area      ヮボトレョ 
 

 

landscape                                                ヶバΒらヅ ゲヌレョ grow      ネケゴΑ 
 

 

tourist                                       ウもゅシ                 crop      メヲダエョ 
 

 

forest      ヮよゅビ 
 

 
 
 
 

VOCABULARY 
A) Fill the spaces with words from the list: 

forest – population – area – volcano – capital 
 

1-  The ……… volcano ………… is a mountain with a hole at the top. 
 

2-  You can see wild animals in the ………… forest …………….. 
 

3-  Kuwait has a  ………… population ……………of about two million. 
 

4-  I live in Al-Adan …… area …………… 
 

B) Choose the correct word from a, b, c  or d: 
5-  Kuwait City is the……………………… of Kuwait. 

 

6-  capital                                   b- landscape                c- population  d- forest 
 

7-  A lot of………………… visit Kuwait in February to enjoy the National Day 
celebration . 

 

a-  forests                    b- tourists                    c- capitals               d- population 
 

8-  ……………………. are bigger than the sea ,but both are salty water. 
 

a-  Volcanoes                b- Forests                   c- Oceans               d- Holes 
 

9-  The sea is a fantastic ………………………………….. 
 

a- Landscape                 b- hole                      c- crop                    d- volcano 



 

Grammar  
The adjectives 

 

                          big x small                   thin x fat               short x tall   - c  
*     Ali is tall     

 

**   Ali is tall er than Salim.   
 

*** Ali is the tallest boy   
-g 

 

* good                     ** better than                               *** the best   
 

* Sami is good.         ** Ahmed is better than Sami.       *** Ali is the best boy.    
 
 

Choose: 
1. Sami is (tall – taller – tallest ) than Ali     
2. Huda is (fat – fatter – fattest) than Mona.   
3. English is the (easy – easier – easiest) subject.    
4. Marwa is (good – better – best) than Nora.  
5. The elephant is the (big – bigger – biggest) animal.    
C) Choose the correct answer: 
10- The weather in Kuwait is……………………… than in London. 

 

a-  hot                          b- hotter            c- hottest                d- coldest 
 

11- The Nile is the…………………… river in the world. 
 

a-  long                          b- longer           c- longest             d- shortest 
 

12- You can………………… in the sea. 
 

a-  Swim                         b- swimming        c- swims         d- swam 
 
 
 

D)      Do as shown in brackets 
13-  Ali is ( tall ) than Ahmad                                          ( correct ) 

 

…………… Ali is ( taller  ) than Ahmad ……………………………… 
 

14-  The nearest supermarket is next to the hospital.      ( Ask a question ) 
 

………………Where is the nearest hospital?……………………………… 
 

15-   I went to the zoo yesterday.                                      ( Make negative ) 
 

…………………… I didn't go to the zoo yesterday ………………………………



 

Writing  
 

B)Write a paragraph about Kuwait and what tourists can see in it : 
 

The following guide words may help you : 
 

Small – Gulf – capital – population – beaches– shopping – parks – Entertainment City 
 

Kuwait  
 

................................................................................................................................................. 
 
 

................................................................................................................................................. 
 
 

................................................................................................................................................. 
 
 

..............................student's own answer.................................................................................. 
 
 

................................................................................................................................................. 
 
 

................................................................................................................................................. 
 
 

................................................................................................................................................. 
 
 

................................................................................................................................................



 

Unit 12 
 

hilly                         れゅバヘゎゲョ ヱク             link                                               テよゲΑ 

helipad                                         ゲわよヲムヤΒワ ロゲもゅヅ テらヰョ pearl diving                       ぽャぽヤャ ソヲビ 

fortnight                  リΒハヲらシぺ                           amazing                                     ズワギョ 

tennis court       ザレわャや ょバヤョ                         experience                             ロゲらカ  

e-card                   ヮΒルヱゲわムΒャや ヮホゅトよ               pleasant                          ケゅシ             

fantastic                     ノもやケ                                 attractive                ゆやグィ                            

causeway                            ノΑゲシ ペΑゲヅ            kind                                               ょΒヅ 

stretch                      ギわヨΑ                                 comfortable                                 ウΑゲョ 
 
 
 

Vocabulary 
A- Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d: 

1-  The helicopter lands on a ............................... 
a-  helipad             b-area         c-hole          d- causeway 

2-  King Fahd ...............................joins Saudi Arabia and Bahrain. 
a-  court                 b-  causeway         c-helipad               d- area 

3-  I sent you many ...............................but you didn’t reply to me. 
a-  e-cards             b-crops                  c-holes                   d- forests 

4-  The museum is a ...............................place to visit. 
a-  fantastic        b-comfortable       c-similar                d- cross 

 
 

B) Fill in the spaces from the list: 
court  – amazing – fortnight – postcard – helipad - links 

 

 

5-  Let’s play tennis. I‘ll meet you in the tennis....... court  ......... 
 

6-  We’ll spend a .............. fortnight ............in Dubai on holiday. 
 

7-  Tom sent his friend a .......... postcard............from England. 
 

8-  King Fahd causeway …… links ……… Bahrain and Saudi Arabia . 
 

9-  Look at this painting. It’s .......... amazing.......



 

Grammar  
 

Present perfect ュゅわャや ネケゅツヨャや 
 
 

I, you, we, they    have 
+ verb 3 

He, she, it              has 

 
 

:   リョ ュゅわャや ネケゅツヨャや ラヲムわΑ *

 
 
 

since 
already 

 
 

グレョ 
モらホ リョ 

 
 
for  
not….yet 

 
 

ギョロ  
 ザΒャ

ギバよ 

 
 
just 
ever 

:   ノョ ュゅわャや ネケゅツヨャや ヶゎほΑ 
* Ιゅェ 

ロゲョ れやク
 
 

I have already been to Dubai. 
 
 

I haven't been to England yet. 
Have you been to Dubai yet? 

 
 
 

Have you ever borrowed a book from a friend? 
 
 

Choose the correct answer:- 
 

1- Bader hasn't cleaned his clothes ……………………….. 
a- already                  b- ever                           c- yet                d- always 

2- Ali has…………………. put his books on the shelf. 
a- already                  b- ever                          c- yet                 d- yesterday 

3- Have you turned your computer off……………..……? 
a- already                  b- ever                          c- yet                 d- never 

4- Have you …………………..ridden a horse? 
a- already                  b- ever                           c- yet                 d- tomorrow 



 

 

Grammar  
C)_Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d : 

11- Have you ever ................................to Dubai ? 
a-  be                     b- been                  c- was                    d- were 

12- I have already ................................my homework. 
a-  finish                b-finished              c-finishes               d- finishing 

13-We have ................................done all the work. 
a-  already             b-yet                      c-before                 d- after 

14-They ................................played the match yet. 
a-  have                  b- haven’t             c-hadn’t                d- had 

D) Correct the verbs in brackets: 
15-Hamad ( go ) .......went.........to the pharmacy yesterday. 

 

16-Last Friday, I ( play ) .......played.............tennis in the club. 
 

17-He ( leave ) .....left..........the house two hours ago. 
 

18-In the past, people ( live) ......lived..............in tents. 
 

19-She (visit )........visited............her aunt last week. 
 

E) Do as shown between brackets : 
20- My sister  ( already send ) me a nice postcard.                                ( correct the verb ) 
...................... My sister  ( has already sent ) me a nice postcard..................... 

 

21- Hassan is good ........at........swimming.                                   ( Fill in )  
 

22-  Leila has already cooked the lunch.                                                 ( Make negative ) 
.......................... Leila hasn't  cooked the lunch yet ............................................... 
23-  We have been to the zoo.                                                                 ( Ask a question ) 
........................Where have you been ?..................................................... 

 
 
 
1-  Write five sentences about the museum: 
like – visit – museum / school – teachers / learn– history / old – things / 
interesting – love – past / proud of – country 

The Museum 
 

............................................................................................................................................ 
 

............................................................................................................................................ 
 

............................................................................................................................................ 
 

...........................................Student's own answer................................... 
 

............................................................................................................................................ 
 

............................................................................................................................................ 
 

............................................................................................................................................



 

Reading Comprehension 
 

Read the following passage , then answer the questions below : 
 

Life in the past was very simple and easy. People used to live in tents or small simple 

houses in the desert, moving from one place to another looking for water and grass. They 

used to get up early in the morning to look after their sheep. At night, they enjoyed sitting 

around fire telling stories or just looking at the moon and stars. 

Travelling in the past was difficult. There were no cars or planes. People used  to travel 

by camels and horses. It took them weeks and sometimes months to go from a place to 

another, but they were happy. 

Choose the correct answer from a , b, c and d: 
 

1 – The best title of the passage is………………………….. 
 

a- modern life               b– life in the past           c– the desert       d- life in the future 
 

2 – The main idea of the second paragraph is ………………………….. 
 

a-   camels and horses                                           b– cars and planes 
 

c- travelling in the past                                         d- travelling nowadays 
 

3 – The word “They” in the second line refers to………………………….. 
 

a-  people                          b– sheep                         c– stars                 d- horses 
 

4 – The word “tent” in the first line means a small house made of ……………………… . 
 

a-  wood                             b– stones                        c– cloth                d- palm leaves 


